MOBILE
TRANSACTION
AWARE

END TO END
TIMING

Troubleshoot, Monitor
& Optimize Mobile Systems
(Without Leaving Your Desk)
The applications, networks, and mobile computers that support
mobile data collections have to be without fail and lightening
fast to meet productivity demands.

THRESHOLD
EMAIL ALERTS

PERFORMANCE
REPORTING

With Mobile Systems Intelligence by Connect, IT and Operations
support teams remotely monitor, diagnose and optimize mobile
system performance from a single web interface so mobile
workers are faster while IT support is simpler and smarter.

SYSTEM TUNING
PARAMETERS

Where is the bottleneck?
Go beyond siloed device, network, and application monitoring
tools to unlock the level of visibility required to effectively isolate
issues that adversely affect mobile workers, right from your desk.

What will system changes do to our mobile
user experience?
Answer
the demands of
mobile systems
with “intelligence”

Reduce the headaches and expense to support mobile systems:
use email alerts when mobile system components are exceeding
‘normal’ thresholds; skip the guesswork and have all the
performance data you need in a single place.

Can it all go faster to reach greater
productivity?
First, you will need to know which components of the mobile
system are negatively impacting productivity. Access this intel and
know exactly where to spend your most valuable resource– your
time.

mobilesystemsintelligence.com

Direct: (630) 717-7200

Email: sales@connectrf.com

Trusted by Fortune 500 companies across major industries.
“Connect’s troubleshooting tools have
saved us billions over the years.”

“I don’t know how we managed
without these tools, before.”

RF Infrastructure Director,
MRO Supply Distribution

IT Applications Manager,
Global Manufacturing

Why Mobile Systems Intelligence?

Simpler

Faster

Smarter

Remote go-to diagnostics

Make data-driven decisions

Optimize productivity

Reduce time to problem
resolution.

Actionable intelligence that
saves resources.

Benchmark, improve, monitor
the mobile user experience.

Measurable

Success

Measurable results

Validation

Know what works and
what doesn’t.

You got it right, so prove it.

Contact us.
Direct: (630) 717-7200
Email: sales@connectrf.com

Schedule a demo
and learn more:
mobilesystemsintelligence.com

